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Aimed at a female audience, the movie will have a serious tone and will be a comedy of errors. The story,
set in the colonial era, is set in India where British soldiers were sent to end the revolt against British

rule. The backdrop of the movie will be the fort of Burhanpur. The makers have not revealed the release
date yet and we can expect the movie will hit theatres towards the end of this year. The movie is

officially titled Mission Majnu. We will keep you posted as soon as we get any information. Sidharth
Malhotra delivered an outstanding performance in his previous movie Shershaah co-starring Kiara

Advani. He will also feature in director Indra Kumars movie Thank God, which also includes stars like Ajay
Devgn, Shilpa Shetty Kundra, Rakul Preet Singh. Marlina Attapattu will also play an important role in this
action-thriller movie. She will also play a significant character in the upcoming Saif Ali Khan directorial

movie and she is also part of the upcoming film Saandipur and the actress herself shared some
photographs with fans on Twitter. She will feature in the romantic comedy movie Umade Sattruvu

Manasu. Naveen Andrews received mostly positive reviews for his performance in a year ago’s hit Shubh
Mangal Saavdhan where he essayed the role of an aspiring filmmaker. He has been christened as a
“scream queen” and he will be seen in the upcoming horror thriller movie Nestorya and the period

romance movie Hero of The Wasteland with Rajkummar Rao. Nawazuddin Siddiqui has risen from the
ranks to become one of the biggest sensations in the Indian film industry. What began as a supporting

role in Ram Gopal Varma’s Gangs Of Wasseypur evolved into a role of a villain in Akira writers’ Pinocchio.
This is the first time he will be seen in a full-fledged lead role in his own movie.
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Nawazuddin Siddiqui, Ritika Singh
and Sharad Kelkar to play important

roles in this action thriller film.
Nawazuddin Siddiqui, a professional
wrestler by profession, plays a role

of a RAW agent. Ritika Singh plays a
spy in her debut movie while Sharad
Kelkar will play an important role as
a mastermind of the plot. Majnu, a
very very very memorable product.
This product is all about Ravi(sadly

he died very young) who is a
ordinary country boy who falls in

love with the young daughter of the
rich landlord. He becomes a very

rich by marrying the same girl. It is
shot in a very technical high
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beautiful manner. There are so many
locations present in this film. I loved
how they shot the buildings, how the
walls, how the roofs are shot. I loved

how they used cranes for some
scenes which is very well executed

in this film. Directed by Rajib Biswas.
With Arun Bannerjee, Biswajit
Chakraborty, Hiran Chatterjee,

Srabanti Chatterjee. Majnu is the
story of an upright young woman

who must choose between marrying
the NRI groom of her parents

choosing and her true love. Tadap is
produced by Ayan Mukherjee and it
is set in present time in India. It is

about Jawans from MP unit who are
spying on a terrorist who killed a few

innocent civilians. With this movie
that is directed by Basu Chatterjee,
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we see the performance of actors
like Jackie Shroff, Raveena Tandon,
Biswajeet, Super star of yesteryear
Raj Babbar, Bobby Deol, Jeetendra,

Suresh Oberoi, Anupam Kher,
Shashi,Anil Kaul, Anirudh Agarwal
and Rajpal Yadav etc. The movie,

also stars youngsters like Siddharth,
Disha Patani, a Punjabi name.
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